Champion Pics Competition
Frequently Asked Questions
Where do I find the entry forms?
The entry forms are on the CBCA(SA) website in the Book Week section.
(http://www.cbcsa.org.au/bookweek).

Does it matter what media the students use?
Students can use any media to create a visual presentation no larger than A3.

Is this a book poster?
No. The judges are looking for students to show a unique response to their chosen book. They might
share their feelings and thoughts about the events and characters in the book. They might draw
connections between their personal experiences and the text, or reflect on the language used in the
text and how it influenced their response to the book. There will be no text in the visual presentation.

What kinds of books can the students use?
Students need to select a shortlisted book from the Early Childhood or Picture Book Categories of the
CBCA Book of the Year Awards.

How will students know if they are on the right track with their artwork?
The rubric the judges are using to select the winning entries is available on the CBCSA website.
Students can use this to edit their entry before sending it in.

When is it due?
All entries are due by Monday 15th August 2016.
The winners will be announced Friday 19th August 2016.

Is there an entry fee?
Entry is free.

What are the Prizes?
R-2 prize: $30 Book Voucher
3-5 prize: $30 Book Voucher
6-7 prize: $30 Book Voucher
8-9 prize: $30 Book Voucher
Each winner will also receive a book bundle their school library.
How do students submit entries?
Entries should be submitted in hard copy. Please keep a copy of the work. Entries sent by email will
not be considered.

Can I send the artwork and forms in separately?
The visual presentation and forms need to arrive together for the entry to be considered.

Do I have to obtain the publisher permission?
Yes, if the entry is copying any elements of the artwork in the book. The entry conditions require the
students seek those permissions. A template of the letter has been included with the registration
forms. Sometimes these permissions take a while to come through so it is useful to send this letter off
as soon as possible.
For any other enquiries please email admin@cbcsa.org.au.

